
Deacom ERP
Enterprise Resource Planning Software for
Global Manufacturers and Distributors



Putting a system in place that natively supports your specific industry processes and empowers your employees makes 
the difference. Deacom ERP, developed with a philosophy of Complexity Made Simpler, uniquely helps you manage your 
specific challenges and increases your competitive edge with:

The product depth and the ONE System solution approach guarantees that your defined business strategies are followed 
throughout the organization, each and every day.

ONE System ONE User Experience ONE TeamONE Predictable Price

Complexity Made Simpler. It sounds like a contradiction, but the Deacom ERP 
solution is built around this philosophy with a 26+ year proven track record of 
250+ successful customers running their business with this solution. 

The ERP software transforms complex and industry-specific business 
processes into a simpler solution. The sustainability of the ERP platform 
as well as predictability of implementation results, efforts and investments, 
builds the foundation of our customers’ success.

Making Complex Issues Simpler



Your company strategy is enforced by your 
employees, your processes, and the systems 
that support you. It is critical that all these 
resources are seamlessly coordinated and 
support your overall business strategy. Only 
then can you be confident that your strategy 
will be implemented effectively.

Your Business 
Challenges

Your company is exposed to a wide range of 
challenges which are triggered by:

Business Growth & Regional Expansion that 
drives your current system beyond its 
functional and/or performance limits. 
You need a system that scales along 
with your business needs and provides 
the support necessary to make 
strategies come to life.

Mergers & Acquisitions that demand 
streamlined data consolidation with a 
single source of truth, comprehensive 
reporting capabilities, and the flexibility 
to standardize or tailor processes that 
support your business.

Efficiencies that are lacking because of 
broken business processes, manual 
workarounds, waiting/idle/shifted 
processing time, and duplicated data 
entries. A solution that automates your 
processes end-to-end and provides 
the functionality necessary to get the 
job done in one system is crucial to 
success.

Support that is inadequate because your 
current ERP provider cannot provide 
you with the time, technology, or 
competence your business deserves.
 
Risk Avoidance because you fear 
something might go wrong. Legal 
claims, recalls, low customer 
satisfaction, removal from preferred 
supplier lists, and much more can 
damage your business at any moment. 
This “cost of being wrong” can range 
from a few thousand to billions of 
dollars, not to mention the tarnished 
reputation, unless you have a single 
software solution that provides
Hyper-Tight Process Control™.



Planning & Forecasting
Make intelligent, data-driven demand planning decisions 
by using sales forecasts to drive purchasing and 
production activities.

Warehouse Management
Track lots, manage inventory, and enable the centralization 
of your warehouse management system.

Procurement
Optimize sourcing, negotiation, and strategic selection as 
well as the receiving and inspection of goods and services.

Supply Chain Planning
Minimize inventory handling and maximize production 
output based on your actual and forecasted supply and 
demand.

Manufacturing Operations
Drive maintenance, production, quality, and inventory from 
a centralized location.

Quality
Protect your brand and minimize the “cost of being wrong”  
by defining, creating, and managing quality control testing 
requirements and processes.

Sales
Place sales orders, set up unique pricing models, and 
create inter-company transfers with real-time impacts on 
MRP and reporting.

Distribution
Plan and distribute goods directly to a customer store, 
consignment, or transfer location and print customer/
product specific labels and documents automatically.

Finance
Make journal entries, enter vendor and sales invoices, 
manage payables, receive bank payments, and build 
budgets with data that will guide future business 
decisions.

Reporting / Dashboards / BI
Understand the health of your business from the palm of 
your hand with Deacom mobile BI reporting.

Deacom ERP – All you need in ONE System
The Deacom ERP solution covers complex business processes in ONE system, including formulation-to-shipment, seed-
to-sale, order-to-cash, and much more. This provides a comprehensive view and management of the entire enterprise: 
planning, procurement, quality control, production / operations / warehouse management, sales and distribution, marketing, 
business intelligence, reporting, and finance. 
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Deacom ERP’s industry focus is designed 
around our users, mirrored by our team and 
industry-process expertise, and driven by our 
unique development approach. This strategy 
delivers best-in-class, industry-specific 
functionality that provides simpler solutions to 
the complex business issues that are specific to 
manufacturers and distributors.

Deacom ERP caters to the unique 
needs of organizations within these 
industries:

Adhesives & Sealants

Cannabis
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Cosmetics & Personal Care

Distribution

Food & Beverage

High-Tech

Medical Device

Nutraceutical

Oil & Gas

Paint, Ink, & Coatings

Pharmaceutical

Industry Focus



Have you ever had angry customers because they lost trust in your ability to deliver? Or customers threatening legal action 
because your product did not meet their specifications? Think of the nightmare if your employees accidentally ship the 
wrong product or place the wrong ingredients into a batch.

Hyper-Tight Process Control™ is what manufacturers need to reduce the cost of being wrong. This includes the negative 
implications that can result from legal claims, recalls, low customer satisfaction, removal from preferred supplier lists, and 
much more. The costs can range from a few thousand to billions of dollars, not to mention the tarnished reputation.

Unlike many discrete manufacturers, those in the batch and process industry often handle much more complex processes, 
and Deacom ERP is built specifically to handle those unique challenges within a single system. Delivering Hyper-Tight 
Process Control™ throughout all operations, the solution captures and processes every single detail in one system and 
database. No longer do businesses need to worry about using incorrect or untested ingredients, shipping the wrong 
quantities, or bypassing critical processing steps. With Deacom ERP, the “cost of being wrong” is minimized.

Implement Hyper-Tight Process Control™ to Reduce
“The Cost of Being Wrong” 
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ONE System – ERP, QA, WMS, DSD, Ecommerce, CRM... in one system. Individual 
requirements become part of the core system and therefore Deacom delivers a fast 
and cost-effective upgrade process.

ONE User Experience - A single login and consistent user experience working across 
all departments, platforms, and devices.

ONE Predictable Price – Understanding that an ERP implementation is a significant 
investment, businesses that implement Deacom have full pricing transparency going 
into the project. 

ONE Team – Pricing transparency and no surprise fees for the software, process 
engineering, enhancements, and training during the implementation - guaranteed. 

Complexity Made Simpler

More than a 26-year track record of 200+ successful, process manufacturing companies 
running their businesses with Deacom ERP.

26+ Years of ERP 
Experience

Ongoing software development is largely driven by blending industry trends with user 
insights to strengthen the impact the software has on businesses around the world.

Customer Focus

Why Deacom ERP?

The Complexity Made Simpler philosophy with the Power of One lowers project risk 
and total cost of ownership by providing a fast implementation, low end-user adaption 
cost and time, rich functionality, and continuous software improvements as part of 
maintenance fees. 

Lower Total Cost 
of Ownership

Real-time process information and continuously Hyper-Tight Process Controls from 
Planning with MRP –> Receiving goods –> Quality Check –> Production –> Quality 
Check –> Document Generation Shipment – preventing potential legal claims, recalls, 
low customer satisfaction, deletion from preferred supplier lists and more, thus 
eliminating “the cost of being wrong.”

Hyper-Tight Process 
Control™ Eliminating “The 
Cost of Being Wrong”

Industry-specific functionality is designed and supported by in-house industry 
experts to simplify the complex business issues that are unique to batch and process 
manufacturers.

Batch & Process 
Manufacturing 
Industry Focus

Contact us today to learn more.
deacom-info@ecisolutions.com | www.deacom.com
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By the Numbers

Years of Deacom 
ERP Continuous 
Improvement

26
Employees Globally
1700+

Countries ECI
Operates Within

99
Global Users
250k+

Total Customers
25k+

Process 
Manufacturing 
Customers

250+


